Beyond the rows of flower bouquets and displays of fresh produce, you’ll find the artists and galleries of Pike Place adding their unique works to the vibrant palette of the Market. With more than 220 locally based artists showing their original work, there’s days of art to discover! Follow our walking guide to explore a sampling of the artwork on display.
1 ED NEWBOLD WILDLIFE ARTIST
Start your tour in the Economy Arcade and delight in Ed Newbold’s birds and wildlife painted in gouache and acrylic. Choose from original paintings, prints, posters and notecards.

2 ART STALL GALLERY
Across the hall is the Art Stall Gallery, a collective of 13 professional women artists who feature new and original work. In the Market for over 50 years, it was started in 1965 by artists who helped save Pike Place Market from demolition in the 1960s.

3 STUDIO SOLSTONE
Walk past DeLaurenti, turn left and find Studio Solstone, filled with Sarah Clementson’s detailed watercolors depicting scenes of the Market and Seattle on prints and calendars.

4 EIGHTH GENERATION
Down one floor is Eighth Generation, new to the Market in 2016. Owner Louie Gong and fellow Native artists’ work is on wool blankets, jewelry, hats, phone cases, paintings and more.

5 VENTURES
Ventures is a nonprofit that provides training to low-income entrepreneurs. Their shop on the Mezzanine Level serves as an incubator business and features jewelry, soap, books and more.

6 REFLECTING ON SEATTLE
Photographer Scott Cahill Rude focuses his lens on puddles, water and light reflections in downtown Seattle, providing a unique and colorful perspective to his photos. (Level 3)

7 PEN & INK DRAWINGS BY PATRICK T. KERR
Patrick T. Kerr meticulously creates pen and ink drawings by hand. As an artistic architect, Patrick captures the microscopic details of some of Seattle’s great landmarks. (Level 3)

8 ARTIFICIAL GALLERY
In his Level 3 studio and exhibition space, Alex Achaval paints contemporary portraiture and other pieces, often with found objects or unexpected elements.

9 UGLY BABY AND LA RU
On Western Ave., you’ll find handmade art for grown ups by co-owners Rosalie Gale and Lauren Rudeck. Pick from shower art, whimsical hoodies, greeting cards and DIY craft kits.

10 BROOKE WESTLUND GALLERY
Brooke Westlund creates colorful original art in her Western Avenue space. Her individual and custom pieces range from abstract mixed-media creations to fine art paintings.

11 THE PAPER FEATHER
Also on Western, Jennifer Cullin’s boutique is filled with fun and fancy handmade creations such as paintings, postcards, gift tags and journals. Ask about custom stationery for events!

12 PIKE PLACE CRAFTS MARKET
Use the elevator or stairs to head upstairs to the craftsline in the Main and North Arcade. Since the 1960s, local artists and craftspeople have sold their handmade items directly to shoppers from the Market’s daytables (so called because these vendors set up in new locations daily). They offer unique original art that ranges from practical items like wooden spoons and upcycled hats to delicate jewelry and glass. More than 220 local craftspeople and artists sell in the Crafts Market; artists and locations vary each day.

THIS IS A SAMPLING OF RETAIL STUDIOS, SHOPS AND GALLERIES WITH ORIGINAL ART IN PIKE PLACE MARKET. SHARE YOUR DISCOVERIES ON SOCIAL MEDIA WITH HASHTAG #ILLUMINATEPIKEPLACE. THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING LOCAL WORKING ARTISTS!